
Adjusting Sansui QS Vario-Matrix 
Decoders with F-2047 and F-2048 
Boards 

This includes QRX-5500 and QA-7000. With the meters on the front of the Amp you can monitor the 

levels for adjustment, no external meter or scope is required! 

First the black metal cover that covers the Vario Matrix circuit cards must be removed.  Now you see a 

row of pots.  Looking from the front of the amp, they are from left to right VR05, VR03, VR01, VR02, 

VR04 and VR06. 

Adobe Audition can be used to provide test signals, in Audition click on Generate – Tone 1000 Hz is fine 

in whatever bit depth and resolution you like (I used 44100,16 bit).  This will generate an in phase tone 

from your sound card.  You may then, simply by selecting one of the stereo channels (in Audition) and 

then by selecting Effects –Invert to invert the phase of one channel, as required.  You can start with 180 

phase difference right from the start if desired, then invert back to in phase.  You need 180 degrees for 

center back and 90 and or 270 degrees   for SQ testing. 

Start in QS (QS Surround) mode.  Feed out of phase tone to decoder adjust VR05 for minimum on the 

front / maximum on the rear. 

Feed only a left signal into decoder then adjust VR01 for minimum on the right and maximum on the 

left.   Feed a only a right signal in and adjust VR02 for minimum on the left and maximum on the right. 

Front and rear levels should now be equal in both cases. 

In Hall mode feed in an in phase signal and adjust VR03 for minimum in the rear and max in front.  Then 

in Phase Matrix mode adjust VR04 for minimum in the rear and maximum in front. 

Go back and generate a new tone as before but this time apply a phase difference of 90 degrees.  

Appling a phase shift of 90 degrees (or 270 for the other rear channel) will simulate a rear SQ signal, 

note you can only simulate one channel at a time, good enough.  Adjust VR06 for minimum in front, 

maximum in the rear.  
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